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Wholesale Microfiber Detailing Towels Now Available from Microfiber Tech

Microfiber Tech is now offering a full line of microfiber auto care products including wholesale
microfiber detailing towels and zero cuff mitts.

Los Angeles, Calif (PRWEB) January 08, 2014 -- Microfiber Tech is now offering microfiber wholesale
detailing towels and zero cuff mitts perfect for car lovers and mechanics. Visit www.microfibertech.com to
view the microfiber wholesale company’s entire inventory.

Microfiber Tech has wholesale microfiber mops and wholesale microfiber towels that work great for auto
detailing or even clean up around the house. The zero cuff mitts are safe for all surfaces and will not scratch
delicate materials because there is no cuff on the mitt. The mitt is made of high quality microfiber strands that
lift and trap dirt, grit, and grime on the cloth without leaving behind any scratches, residues, or swirls. These
mitts are capable of absorbing seven times its weight in water and still glide effortlessly across paint. The mitt
also works great as a dry duster to clean the car’s interior. The mitt also works great around the house to dust
electronics and other items that get very dusty but need a delicate touch.

Microfiber Tech also has microfiber car dusters to help with auto detailing. The car dusters is 24 inches long
and has a handle for reaching tough spots. It is great for dry dusting the exterior of the car to make it shine or
cleaning the interior. The detailing towels are the perfect complement to go with the car duster and the zero cuff
mitt. Microfiber Tech has wheel cloths with pockets for doing wheel detail. The pocket is great to keep your
hands clean while working on dirty wheels. The quick detailing towels are extra fluffy and great for buffing the
car without water. The extra plush terry towels come in a pack of 10 so customers can really enjoy a wholesale
like price. The Korean Waffle Weave drying towels are also great to have around to get the car in tip-top shape.
It will dry the car off perfectly and leave a beautiful shine behind.

Customers should go online to www.microfibertech.com to view the entire inventory of wholesale high quality
microfiber. The company also has information on the website to discuss the difference weights, weaves, and
colors of microfiber. Customers can contact the company by emailing sales@microfibertech.com or by calling
1-888-556-4276.
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Contact Information
Media Relations
On Call News
+1 (310) 498-9303

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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